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Abstract

The study problem is the lack of an Iraqi sport scale tool in the field of sport to measure serious creativity.

It aims build a scale model of serious creativity of the applicants to individual and team sports in Iraq. Descriptive

method with survey was used to build the scale. The study participants were a random sample of 425 sport people

using De Bono’s model to identify the concept, dimensions and phrases of serious creativity. The final form of the

scale after meeting the conditions of authenticity, consistency and capacity to distinguish 52 items. The items are

divided into 6 dimensions which are challenge, mental motivation, reason, liberation, fluency, style of thinking and

synchronization. The researchers recommend using scale to determine serious creativity and benefit from the results

to instruct and train the sport people whose serious creativity is low. The correlations between serious creativity

and other variables such as worry, ego, and psychological security etc. might be investigated.
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Introduction and Importance of the Study

It is mandatory to pay attention to professional players who are able to overcome stress and problems in complex

and changing sport circumstances in different sport champions and competitions. Sport people who are able to face stress

without affecting their sport level are stars to their teams and counties. They are also one of the factors to win sport

competition particularly if we make those players ideals for many players and cornerstones to develop and achieve a

higher level of sport. Therefore, we need open-minded players who are able to produce new and creative solutions and use

active and unusual procedures. Despite the global advances, their requirements of new ideas in the sport world, our

training methods and means particularly in the field of psychology are traditional and are working at a slower pace than

the levels and circumstances of global competitions. Thus, training and psychological measurements in the Iraqi teams

concentrate often on the scientific training and transformation of these ideas than on their generation, use or encouraging

thinking or creativity.

Some studies have confirmed that athletes become more idea consumers than active thinkers. Therefore, we need

to ensure to teach them thinking and reacting to competing environment and its effect on creative sport. This might enable

them to think creatively, not traditionally, to generate new and less spread ideas and to best-improve their skills and
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bodies, because the distribution of these ideas reduces their values (Al-Zayat, 2009: 237). Thus, serious creativity has

become one of the most attention attracting topics. This appears through establishing many training centers by De Bono in

many countries to train people to think and be creative. This is because training is one of the fundamental requirements for

change and success in different life aspects (El-Deeb, 2005:19). Serious creativity ranks first in the future among all

players because it puts them in continuing competitions to create ideas, concepts or new creative methods that qualify

them to compete their colleagues.

We reach these concepts through data analysis because the brain only sees what it is ready to see and sport

people should have the ability to create ideas which make them wish to use new methods and tools of serious creativity in

producing, generating and employing new ideas. Therefore, training on the skills of serious creativity must be a part of

sport training in all stages (De Bono, 2005:411-415).

The starting point to serious creativity to generate new ideas is targeting concertation which is of two types: the

first concentrates on general regions and the second, which is the most important, is the targeting concertation. The latter is

restricted by an aim which the sportsman attempts to achieve. Experience based creativity is an opportunity to learn, teach

and reach success and creativity in performance (Odeh, 2015:137).

The essence of motivating creativity is the belief of the existence of other ways to do things. The current one is not the

only one and the absence of motivating creativity leads to the belief that the current way is the best and only one. This

means getting good performance stops the search for a better and more creative performance.

Athletes must depend on themselves to acquire knowledge and ideas to discover and organize them. They must

also control their results in selecting what is suitable for their abilities and able to make right decisions suitable for their

style of thinking. They must also be able to be confident in themselves and are able to take responsibilities and decisions.

In particular, serious creative thinking is a mean of thinking which could be practiced and acquired. Athletes can look at

things from different perspectives and develop them to new ideas and designs. In addition, creativity is applicable or

usable and contradicts usual thinking because the person tries to generate different ideas depending on mind or usual

thinking. These ideas provide good solutions for the posed problems.

It is supposed that creative thinking of athletes through the creative bases means the intentional or multi use of

this type of creativity. Also, serious creativity can be used in two ways: the specialist can use a group of organized models

to change the concepts and awareness to generate new awareness. The other is the discovery of possibilities and multi-

methods than one method (Abu Rayash, 2007:328).

The above paragraphs make it clear that active and effective role of serious creativity is important. It is one of the

psychological variables which the player specializes in his reaction to the sport environment. Different players are

different in these extent of the endurance of training and competition stress, their adaptation to it and producing

distinguished creative performance. Therefore, it is important to measure serious creativity of Iraqi athlete applicants.

However, the lack of a scale to measure raises the importance of the study. Thus it is necessary to contribute in the

psychological guidance of the athletes.

The problem

Serious creativity is one of the important psychological concepts linked to the athlete personality in terms of

reacting with the events such as training or competition. Athletes with creativity ability can cope with the training and

competition stress by thinking of new ideas to the problem. This enables them to keep the required level of psychology

and to perform better in sports and achieve their aims. In contrast, players with no serious creativity cannot cope with these
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types of stress positively. This leads to frustration or loss and this in turn leads to failure in sport performance. Because of

the importance of this concept to athlmain steps to that is to build a scale for it. Hence the study problem arises “which is

the lack of an Iraqi scale tool in this field, thus the researchers aim to build a scale for athletes applying to some games in

Iraq”.

Aims of the study

The study aims to build a scale to calculate serious creativity for the applicants in Iraq.

Research terms

Serious creativity: Serious creativity is a group of techniques or specific methods and tools designed to be executed to

produce new ideas and concepts. The systematic methods use specific tools and strategies to develop serious creativity

(Abu Gado., and Nofal, 2007:37).

Procedures of the study

Method of research: The study uses a descriptive method with survey because it is suitable for the problem of the study.

The study sample: The study was conducted by a sample of a group of 425 applicants in the Iraqi champions in 2019-

2020 to some individual and team games. The sample was randomly selected: 200 team players and 225 individual game

players. They were all registered with union of sports for the games (18-30 years) and are current trainers and competitors

as can be seen in table 1:

Table 1: The distribution of the study sample according to type and level of sport

Total number
Sport level

Activity typeNo.
TeamFirst excellent degree

�ṍ1`1`Handball1

1`1��Basket ball2

2��2⋬Volleyball�

1⋬⋬2⋬`⋬Football�

1`1��Taekwondo�

1``1⋬Wrestling6

2⋬1�ṍFutsalṍ

1ṍ1��Fencing`

211`�Archery and Shooting`

1`162Rowing and Canoe1⋬

2�1⋬1�Judo11

116�Gymnastics12

`��Squash1�

11`�Table tennis1�

�211�1Athletes1�

2⋬12`Boxing16

1�1�12Weightlifting1ṍ
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Procedures for the construction of scale of serious creativity for athletes

1. Determine the aim of this scale

The construction of the scale aims to determine serious creativity for the players and its use by the clubs, trainers and

specialists. It is a series of marks at regular intervals for measuring serious creativity during training and competition.

2. Determining the scale dimensions

De Bono’s theory was used to suggest a number of concepts of serious creativity for players to determine athletic serious

creativity. We looked at many general psychological studies, athletic psychological and psychological scale studies such

as De Bono (1992;1995). We also looked at studies such as (Fishkin� Cramond� & Olszewski-Kubilius, 1999); (Runco &

Pritzker, 1999), (Zainab Al – Akra, 2017). Arabic studies are (Al Saadi, 2013); (Al-Tamimi, 2013) and (Nofal, 2009). In

the light of these studies, 15 dimensions were suggested initially and were shown with the theories to 15 experts in general

psychology, athletic psychology and in assessment and evaluation to determine the validity of the suggested dimensions as

in table 2:

Table 2: Experts opinion and values (K2) calculated and table ones for the scale dimensions

Experts’

opinions) K2(

Calculated

)K2(

Table

Statistical

significance
No.Dimensions

ValidInvalid

1⋬�1.66

�.`�

1DisagreeRandom

1�Zero1�2ChallengeMean

1⋬�1.66�Training infrastructureRandom

1�Zero1��Mental MotivationMean

6`⋬.6�Relation with the trainerRandom

`ṍ⋬.⋬66FearRandom

ṍ`⋬.⋬6ṍCompetition worryRandom

�11�.26`HarmonyRandom

`66�⋬`hesitationRandom

1�2`.⋬61⋬Method of thinkingMean

1⋬�1.6611BehaviorRandom

1�2`.⋬612FreedomMean

1�Zero1�1�coincidenceMean

`6⋬.61�Psychological worryRandom

1�111.261�FluencyMean

K2 value is �.`� under free degree (1) and Statistical significance of (⋬.⋬�).

Six dimensions were approved by the experts for their validity in measuring serious creativity for athletes in

sport fields: challenge, mental motivation, mean of communication, freedom, synchronization and fluency. The k2 values

�2�1`⋬22�Total
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of these dimensions are bigger than the tabular values at (1) degree with a statistical significance of 0.05 which is 3.84 in

favor of the response (valid). They showed mean differences between majority and minority of the experts.

The dimensions were shown to 15 experts who are asked to give rate importance according to a scale from 0-9

and 9 is given to the most important and 0 for the absence of importance. The total score was calculated as follows:

15x9=153 as in table 3:

Table � the importance of rate

�. Designing the initial formula for terms of scale as follows:

- Preparing scale expressions

The scale related phrases were distributed according to rate importance for each dimension. Each phrase was

written based on references in terms of the theoretical definitions for serious creativity and its dimensions to find field

phrases to benefit in constructing scale expressions. A survey was built; it contains definitions and examples for the six

suggested dimensions distributed to 23 players of the Republic Club’; (5) boxing, (8) wrestling, (6) judo and (4) gymnastic

on 19/10/ 2019-21/10/2019. The sample selection was random and they were asked to give similar expressions applicable

to applicants according to the formed examples for the phrases and for the dimensions.

- Mean of formulating expressions and their bases

Likert method (Penta assessment scale) was followed in building the serious creativity scale because it provides

more harmony and allows a bigger difference between the individuals. Also, the respondents can signal their feeling and

its intense. It is characterized by high intention and stability. 120 expressions were formulated divided on the six

dimensions according to their importance of rate as in table 4:

Table �: dimensions and percentages of the rate importance and the number of expression.

DimensionScore out of the whole scoreRate importanceNo

Mental motivation1��1⋬⋬1

Challenge1��1⋬⋬2

Fluency1�2`ṍ.ṍṍ�

Coincidence1�⋬`6.2`�

Freedom12ṍ`�.⋬ṍ�

Means of thinking12�`1.`�6

Totalṍ`��ṍ`.``ṍ

DimensionsPercentages of rate

importance

No. of expressionsNo.

Mental motivation�1ṍ.2�211.

Challenge�1ṍ.2�211.
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- Validity of the expressions

The scale in its primary form was shown to 17 experts in athletic psychology, assessment and evaluation and

specialists in some sport games to judge their validity in terms of formation and suitability to calculate the dimensions of

serious creativity. Then K2 was used to show the differences in the majority and minority, if a statistical significance is

0.05 as in table 5:

Table �: K2 value for the opinions of the experts about the validity of scale expressions

Phrase no.
Expert opinionsCalculated

K2

statistical

significance
DimensionsNo.

AgreeDisagree

�1ṍ �16 �1� �1� �12 �1⋬ �` �` �6 �� �2

1` �1`
1611�.2�

Mental

motivation
Mean1

21 �2⋬ �1� �11 �ṍ �� �� �11⋬ṍ⋬.�2Random2

�21 �1` �1ṍ �1��16 �12 �`�` �ṍ �6� 2� 11�2`.`�challengeMean�

2⋬ �1` �1� �1� �11 �1⋬ �� �� ��1161.�ṍRandom�

1` �1ṍ �1� �12 �11 �1⋬ �` �ṍ �6 ��1ṍ⋬1ṍfluencyMean�

2⋬ �1` �16 �1� �1� �` �� �� �212�2.``Random6

1` �1� �1� �12 �1⋬ �` �` �ṍ �� �� �11��ṍ.11coincidenceMeanṍ

2⋬ �1` �1ṍ �16 �1� �11 �6 �� �21161.�ṍRandom`

12 �11 �` �ṍ �6 �� �� �11611�.2�freedomMean`

1` �1` �1ṍ �16 �1� �1� �1� �1⋬ �` �� �21⋬ṍ⋬.�2Random1⋬

11 �` �` �ṍ �� �� �11��ṍ.11
Way of

thinking
Mean11

�1` �1ṍ �16 �1� �1� �1� �12 �1⋬ �6 �� �2

1`
``⋬.�⋬Random12

K2 table value at (1) degree and rate of error (⋬.⋬�) =�.`�

In compliance with the expert opinions, 58 of 62 expressions were deleted to form the scale in its primary form

before applications. They were distributed on the six dimensions: 13 mental motivations, 12 challenge expressions, 11

coincidence expressions, 8 freedom expressions and 7 mean of thinking expressions. They positive expressions were 45 as

follows:

�43 �42 �40 �39 �36 �35 �34 �33 �30 �28 �27 �26 �25 �24 �22 �19 �18 �17 �15 �14 �13 �12 �11 �10 �9 �8 �7 �6 �5 �2 �1

64 �61 �60 �59 �58 �57 �55 �54 �53 �51 �50 �49 �48 �47. The number of negative expressions are17 which contain �20 �16 �3

62 �56 �52 �46 �45 �44 �41 �38 �37 �32 31 �29 �23 �21.

Fluency�16.`62⋬2.

Coincidence�16.6⋬2⋬�.

freedom�16.221`�.

Way of thinking�1�.`�1`�.

Total�1⋬⋬12⋬6.
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- Instructions of athlete creative scale

We made the instructions clear and easy to understand and we stated it is mandatory to answer very clearly and

accurately. We also indicated that answers are confidential and are research purpose only and ensured not to write their

names. The name or dimensions were not revealed clearly.

�. Survey experiment

The scale was applied to the sample of 26, 8 of them are from Karkh Boxing Club and 6 of the Judo Diyala Club,

12 from Adamiyah Club, 4 from swimming and 8 from the boxing club. They were excluded from the initial experiment

from 16/12/2014 -18/12/2014. It became clear that the scale instruction and expressions are clear and the answers range

from 20-25 minutes. The average is 22.5 and in this way the scale, its instruction and expressions (62) are applicable to the

sample of construction.

The first scale was applied on the construction sample of 425 players from 20/12/2019-10/2/2020. The aim of

this is to conduct statistical analysis for its expressions.

�. Ratification of the scale

The overall scores were found for every form by the use of the prepared ratification key as in table 6:

Table 6: the weights of the response on the positive and negative expressions.

Totally agreeAgreeNeutralDisagreeTotally disagreeAlternatives

���21positive expressions

12���negative expressions

In order to get the total score for the scale, all the scores the payers get in their answers for the 62 expressions of

the scale are collected. Thus, the highest score they get is 310 and the least one is 62; 15 forms where excluded because

they did not comply with the requirements. The remaining 410 forms are valid for statistical analysis:

6. Psychometric properties of the scale

1- Authenticity of content

The researchers showed the documents to several experts who verified scale and contented authenticity. The

experts are specialists in general and athlete psychology and in assessment and evaluation to do the ratifications of the

expressions and representation of the dimensions they measure.

2- The distinguishing power of phrases

After the modification of the scale, 15 forms were excluded because they did not meet the conditions. The

method of two end groups was used to distinguish between the expressions. The scores were arranged in descending order.

The percentage of 27 for the highest score and 27 % of the lowest scores were selected. The number of the players was

111 for each group. To calculate the factor of disguising by T-TEST for both samples by the use of Social Sciences

Statistical Package (SPSS). The T value for the statistical function was a sign to distinguish the expressions. Table shows

calculated T-value and when compared with T-value of the table at freedom of 220 and significance level 0.05 which is

1.96, all the expressions were accepted.

Table ṍ Arithmetic mean, deviations, and calculated T-vale for the highest and lowest groups and the mean for

scale expression.
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Highest groupLowest group
Calculated T-valueStatistical significancePhrase no.

-SA-SA

�.��⋬.�⋬2.ṍ�⋬.`�1ṍ.``Distinctive1.

�.�⋬⋬.�⋬2.6`⋬.`ṍ1ṍ.�`Distinctive2.

�.��⋬.�⋬2.`�1.2⋬12.``Distinctive�.

�.�ṍ⋬.�`2.�1⋬.`⋬22.⋬ṍDistinctive�.

�.�ṍ⋬.�`2.`61.1⋬1�.⋬`Distinctive�.

�.�2⋬.�⋬2.`11.⋬21�.`1Distinctive6.

�.�`⋬.�22.1�1.⋬212.��Distinctiveṍ.

�.�ṍ⋬.�ṍ2.ṍ11.⋬�1�.ṍ⋬Distinctive`.

�.�⋬⋬.��2.ṍ`1.⋬`1�.`�Distinctive`.

�.�⋬⋬.��2.�`⋬.`ṍ1`.21Distinctive1⋬.

�.�6⋬.��2.�1⋬.`12⋬.�ṍDistinctive11.

�.�⋬⋬.�ṍ2.�1⋬.`�1`.1`Distinctive12.

�.�1⋬.���.⋬6⋬.`�1�.1�Distinctive1�.

�.�`⋬.6⋬2.`⋬⋬.`⋬16.ṍ�Distinctive1�.

�.��⋬.�6�.2⋬⋬.`612.ṍ`Distinctive1�.

�.��⋬.6⋬2.6`⋬.`�1ṍ.ṍṍDistinctive16.

�.�⋬⋬.��2.`2⋬.`216.`6Distinctive1ṍ.

�.�`⋬.���.1⋬1.⋬�12.��Distinctive1`.

�.�`⋬.���.⋬�⋬.`�1�.12Distinctive1`.

�.�ṍ⋬.��2.`�⋬.`�1�.``Distinctive2⋬.

�.��⋬.�2�.2ṍ⋬.`611.�`Distinctive21.

�.��⋬.��2.66⋬.`21ṍ.62Distinctive22.

�.�1⋬.�ṍ�.2`1.⋬6`.`⋬Distinctive2�.

�.�2⋬.��2.``⋬.`�1�.``Distinctive2�.

�.�⋬⋬.�`2.66⋬.`11`.��Distinctive2�.

�.�1⋬.�1�.�⋬⋬.`⋬11.�6Distinctive26.

�.��⋬.�2�.2`⋬.`⋬11.ṍ⋬Distinctive2ṍ.

�.�`⋬.���.⋬⋬⋬.`�1�.��Distinctive2`.

�.��⋬.��2.�6⋬.`⋬1`.`2Distinctive2`.

�.�`⋬.���.⋬`⋬.`�12.��Distinctive�⋬.

�.��⋬.���.2`1.⋬1`.62Distinctive�1.

�.�ṍ⋬.��2.`�⋬.`616.`ṍDistinctive�2.

�.�2⋬.�12.`2⋬.`�1ṍ.2�Distinctive��.

�.�⋬⋬.��2.`6⋬.`21�.��Distinctive��.
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�.�`⋬.�ṍ�.11⋬.`�1�.�2Distinctive��.

�.�1⋬.��2.6�1.⋬`1�.�`Distinctive�6.

�.�`⋬.�`�.2`⋬.``1⋬.⋬`Distinctive�ṍ.

�.�2⋬.�6�.⋬`⋬.``12.�6Distinctive�`.

�.�2⋬.���.��⋬.ṍ`1⋬.`�Distinctive�`.

�.�`⋬.�2�.⋬6⋬.``1�.�2Distinctive�⋬.

�.�6⋬.�1�.�`⋬.`1`.`�Distinctive�1.

�.��⋬.�2�.1⋬⋬.`�1�.2⋬Distinctive�2.

�.�⋬⋬.�22.`�⋬.`�1ṍ.�6Distinctive��.

�.�1⋬.�6�.�11.1�`.11Distinctive��.

�.�⋬⋬.�`�.�⋬⋬.```.22Distinctive��.

�.�`⋬.�`�.1`1.⋬ṍ1⋬.�6Distinctive�6.

�.�⋬⋬.�`�.�`⋬.``1⋬.12Distinctive�ṍ.

�.��⋬.�ṍ�.�21.⋬``.66Distinctive�`.

�.�`⋬.���.2`⋬.`�1⋬.�`Distinctive�`.

�.�2⋬.���.�⋬⋬.`61⋬.6�Distinctive�⋬.

�.��⋬.�`�.1�1.⋬⋬11.ṍ`Distinctive�1.

�.��⋬.�ṍ2.ṍ⋬⋬.`�1ṍ.��Distinctive�2.

�.�2⋬.��2.6�⋬.`�1`.�⋬Distinctive��.

�.�ṍ⋬.��2.��⋬.`61ṍ.��Distinctive��.

�.��⋬.�6�.⋬�1.⋬�11.��Distinctive��.

�.2`⋬.�ṍ2.ṍ`1.⋬⋬1�.ṍ`Distinctive�6.

�.�ṍ⋬.��2.�ṍ⋬.`⋬1`.`⋬Distinctive�ṍ.

�.`11.1`2.`ṍ1.�2�.``Distinctive�`.

�.⋬�⋬.`⋬�.⋬`1.2⋬6.ṍ1Distinctive�`.

�.⋬ṍ1.⋬22.`�1.1`ṍ.�6Distinctive6⋬.

�.1`⋬.`��.1`1.1ṍṍ.1ṍDistinctive61.

�.22⋬.ṍ`�.��1.2`6.1�Distinctive62.

Calculated table T-value (1.`6) = statistical significance at (⋬��⋬)and freedom (22⋬)

3- Internal consistency (correlation of score for each term with the overall scale of scale:

The coherence factor of the internal consistency shows that the extent of homogeneity of expressions in their

measurement of the measured behavioral phenomenon. This method is characterized by the ability to highlight the

correlation between the scale statements and its overall degree. It provides a homogeneous scale in its expressions because

each phrase measures the same behavioral dimension that measures the whole scale (Jasim, 2103: 116). The total quantity

of scale is considered to be instantaneous measurements through its association with the players’ scores on the expressions

(Awad, 1990: 57).
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Pearson Correlation Coefficient was used for all the (410) sample members using SPSS. Then this coefficient

was compared with the tabular R-value at the degree of freedom (408) and the level of significance (0.05) of (0.098).

Thus, we find that the extracted values   have achieved mean because their calculated values   are greater than their

table values, and in the light of this criterion, none of the expressions has been excluded from the scale as in table 9.

Table `: Pearson correlation coefficient among the scale statements in the overall scale of the scale

Statistical

significance type
ExpressionCorrelation

Statistical

significance type
CorrelationExpression

Mean�2⋬.ṍ�*Mean⋬.ṍ�*1

Mean��⋬.ṍ1*Mean⋬.ṍ2*2

Mean��⋬.6`*Mean⋬.66*�

Mean��⋬.6�*Mean⋬.ṍ`*�

Mean�6⋬.6`*Mean⋬.6ṍ*�

Mean�ṍ⋬.�6*Mean⋬.ṍ⋬*6

Mean�`⋬.6�*Mean⋬.62*ṍ

Mean�`⋬.��*Mean⋬.6`*`

Mean�⋬⋬.6⋬*Mean⋬.ṍ2*`

Mean�1⋬.�1*Mean⋬.ṍ6*1⋬

Mean�2⋬.62*Mean⋬.ṍ`*11

Mean��⋬.6ṍ*Mean⋬.ṍṍ*12

Mean��⋬.�⋬*Mean⋬.6`*1�

Mean��⋬.�`*Mean⋬.ṍ�*1�

Mean�6⋬.��*Mean⋬.6�*1�

Mean�ṍ⋬.��*Mean⋬.ṍ2*16

Mean�`⋬.�2*Mean⋬.ṍ�*1ṍ

Mean�`⋬.��*Mean⋬.6�*1`

Mean�⋬⋬.�6*Mean⋬.6�*1`

Mean�1⋬.�`*Mean⋬.ṍ1*2⋬

Mean�2⋬.ṍ�*Mean⋬.62*21

Mean��⋬.ṍ6*Mean⋬.ṍ�*22

Mean��⋬.ṍ�*Mean⋬.�`*2�

Mean��⋬.6�*Mean⋬.66*2�

Mean�6⋬.ṍ⋬*Mean⋬.ṍ�*2�

Mean�ṍ⋬.ṍ�*Mean⋬.�ṍ*26

Mean�`⋬.�2*Mean⋬.�`*2ṍ

Mean�`⋬.�`*Mean⋬.ṍ2*2`

Mean6⋬⋬.�`*Mean⋬.ṍ`*2`
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Table R-value at the significance level (0.05) and the degree of freedom (408) = 0.098

- Candidate phrases for the analysis: The expressions shown in table (10) distributed on the six dimensions of the

analysis were selected.

Table 1⋬: Dimensions of the scale with the number of candidate phrases for global analysis

ṍ. Stability of scale

- Half segmentation method: The correlation coefficient between the sum of the scores of (individual and positive

expressions) was calculated using Person method by SPSS. Also, the correlation coefficient reached 0.85, and because

the calculated correlation coefficient indicates stability for only half of the test. To obtain a total stability of the test

Cyberman-Brown equation was applied. The value of the test stability coefficient was 0.918, which is a high stability

index for the test.

- Cronbach's alpha: The scores for the scale-based sample that are valid for statistical work, of 410 players were

adopted to calculate the stability of the scale of serious creativity for athletes. The stability factor value was 0.98 which

is a high and reliable stability factor.

8. Statistical means: All statistical data was processed using SPSS.

 Results, analysis and discussion of the scale of serious creativity for athletes:

- Factor analysis of the scale of serious creativity for athletes.

410 forms were subjected to global analysis containing the values of (62) phrases. To prepare a primary data

matrix for the serious creativity scale for athletes, the initial arithmetic means, standard deviations as in table (11). They

showed statistical description of the expressions included in the factor analysis.

Table 11 arithmetic means and standard deviations for the expressions of the scale of serious creativity for athletes.

S-A
No. of

expressions
S-ANo. of expressions

�.ṍ6�`⋬.`��6��2�.ṍ`�1⋬.``⋬⋬`1

�.ṍ6��⋬.`61�2���.ṍ�61⋬.`6��12

�.`ṍ⋬ṍ⋬.`ṍ66`���.`1`�⋬.`ṍ��1�

Mean61⋬.�⋬*Mean⋬.6�*�⋬

Mean62⋬.�6*Mean⋬.��*�1

DimensionNo.No

Mental motivation1�1

Challenge122

Fluency11�

Coincidence11�

Freedom`�

Means of thinkingṍ6

Total62
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�.6`⋬�1.⋬ṍ1⋬⋬���.`ṍ⋬ṍ⋬.`�226�

�.`�61⋬.`�1ṍ`�6�.66`�1.⋬26�1�

�.`26`⋬.`2⋬ṍ⋬�ṍ�.`ṍ⋬ṍ⋬.ṍ`��66

�.``�1⋬.`�`���`�.`⋬``⋬.`�ṍ`2ṍ

�.ṍ�1�1.⋬⋬6`2�`�.`22⋬⋬.6`�`⋬`

�.ṍ`⋬2⋬.`�`ṍ6�⋬�.ṍ61⋬⋬.`��1�`

�.ṍ122⋬.``6�1�1�.`6�`⋬.ṍ2`2ṍ1⋬

�.ṍ1ṍ11.⋬1�ṍ`�2�.`ṍ`⋬⋬.`����11

�.ṍ�1ṍ1.⋬⋬66`���.ṍṍ⋬ṍ⋬.````612

�.`ṍ�6⋬.`2��2���.``2ṍ⋬.`�`6`1�

�.`1`�⋬.`�`ṍ6���.`6`�⋬.ṍ��1⋬1�

�.`61⋬⋬.ṍ`662�6�.`22⋬⋬.`ṍ��11�

�.ṍ⋬``⋬.`��``�ṍ�.`⋬``⋬.`⋬�`�16

�.`⋬2�⋬.`�6�`�`�.``ṍ`⋬.`22ṍ21ṍ

�.`�1�⋬.``2ṍ��`�.`�61⋬.ṍ`1`�1`

�.`�``⋬.`6�⋬2�⋬�.`⋬�`⋬.ṍ`6221`

�.`��1⋬.`6�``�1�.`��1⋬.`6�162⋬

�.``ṍ6⋬.ṍ6`ṍ��2�.6`ṍ6⋬.`⋬`ṍ�21

�.6`⋬2⋬.`6��ṍ���.6`ṍ6⋬.`�``�22

�.``2ṍ⋬.`2⋬�⋬���.62��⋬.``66�2�

�.`⋬``⋬.`6�ṍ`���.`122⋬.`��ṍ�2�

�.6`ṍ6⋬.`2`�6�6�.ṍ⋬2�⋬.`2�6ṍ2�

�.``ṍ6⋬.ṍ62���ṍ�.61`�1.⋬2�ṍ�26

�.`⋬2�⋬.ṍ62``�`�.61221.16�2�2ṍ

�.`�`⋬⋬.`2⋬���`�.ṍ⋬�`1.⋬1⋬⋬`2`

�.661⋬⋬.``12�6⋬�.6�1ṍ1.11`1`2`

�.`1ṍ1⋬.`2��`61�.ṍ⋬2�1.⋬�6`��⋬

�.``ṍ`⋬.ṍ`2��62�.`6��1.⋬�ṍ⋬⋬�1

- Interconnection matrix for serious creativity scale for athletes:

Factorial analysis begins with the correlative matrix of the study variables and ends with summarizing them in

the concise matrix. Raw scores were used to obtain the coefficients of the variables by Person equation. As a result, there

were 1891 correlation coefficients (country cells were not calculated), and the matrix included 1849 positive correlation

factor D at (97.78%), (34) non-mean correlation coefficient (1.79%), and (8) non-mean, negative correlation coefficients a

ratio (0.42%). That is when compared to the tabular value (0,098) with a degree of freedom (408), significance level

(0.05), and a tabular value (0.128) with a level of significance (0.01).

- Matrix of Factors prior to the Rotation of the Serious Creativity Scale for Athletes:
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In order to obtain simple global structure, H. Hotelling method (Principle Components) was used to analyze the

matrix globally. H. Kaiser was utlized to determine the factors and their correct single use in the diagonal cells of the

correlation matrix instead of the test stability coefficient (Al-Ansari, 1999: 11). Also, 9 factors called direct factors were

used, although they cannot be explained unless they are rotated. Table (12) shows the explanation of the total variance of

the un-rotated factors.

Table 12: the overall variation explaining the un-rotated factors to measure serious creativity for athletes

Cumulative percentageVariation rateEigen Value) Latent root(FactorsNo.

�2.⋬6ṍ�2.⋬6ṍ26.⋬`1First1.

�`.6ṍ16.6⋬��.⋬`�Second2.

��.ṍ���.⋬ṍ��.1�6Third�.

�6.6622.`1`1.`⋬`Fourth�.

�`.�1�2.6�21.6��Fifth�.

61.�1ṍ2.2⋬21.�6�Sixth6.

6�.�6�2.⋬�`1.2ṍ⋬Seventhṍ.

6�.�6�1.`⋬⋬1.1ṍ`Eight`.

6ṍ.1��1.6ṍ`1.⋬�⋬Ninth`.

Table 13: the values   of the explained variance (shared) for each phrase of the scale, i.e. the amount of what

has been interpreted and shared by the expressions in representing the measure of serious creativity for athletes.

Table 1�: Pre-Rotation Matrix Factors for the Scale of Serious Creativity for Athletes

Phrase

No

Un-rotated Factors Explained

variation1 2 � � � 6 ṍ ` `

1 .ṍ�6 .⋬ṍ2 .11� -.162- -.⋬��- -.1��- -.⋬ṍṍ- .⋬`` -.⋬1⋬- .6�6

2 .ṍ�2 -.⋬2�- .⋬6⋬ -.1�`- -.⋬2ṍ- -.1�`- .16� -.1ṍ1- .⋬ṍ` .6�1

� .6ṍ⋬ .�`` -.122- -.⋬`⋬- -.111- -.2⋬ṍ- -.⋬6�- .⋬⋬6 .1�2 .6``

� .ṍ`1 -.⋬⋬2- .216 -.221- .⋬�⋬ -.1⋬2- .⋬�` -.12�- .⋬�` .ṍ�ṍ

� .6ṍ� .2`ṍ .⋬1⋬ -.⋬``- -.161- -.2ṍ⋬- -.⋬⋬�- -.⋬ṍṍ- .��⋬ .ṍṍ�

6 .ṍ1⋬ .�⋬6 -.⋬22- -.1⋬2- -.1��- -.2``- .⋬⋬� -.1⋬⋬- .1�� .ṍ��

ṍ .6�2 .1`2 -.16⋬- -.⋬1�- -.2ṍ`- -.1``- .1�` -.⋬`2- .1⋬� .61�

` .6`` -.12�- .16� -.1ṍ1- -.12`- .⋬2ṍ .⋬�� -.⋬�⋬- .⋬`` .�`ṍ

` .ṍ�1 .�ṍ� -.1��- -.⋬�`- -.1`⋬- -.112- .1⋬2 -.11`- .⋬⋬� .ṍṍ�

1⋬ .ṍ6` -.⋬1`- .⋬`� -.⋬`�- -.11ṍ- -.1⋬1- .2⋬⋬ -.12⋬- -.1�2- .ṍ⋬2
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11 .ṍ`2 .⋬�6 .1�⋬ -.21�- -.112- .⋬16 .21⋬ -.⋬`�- -.1�ṍ- .ṍ6�

12 .ṍ6ṍ -.⋬�`- .1�� -.16`- -.⋬`⋬- .⋬⋬1 .1`� -.⋬��- -.1�`- .ṍ⋬6

1� .6`� .�⋬� -.⋬`1- -.11`- -.111- -.⋬�⋬- .1�� .⋬�ṍ -.1�2- .6�`

1� .ṍ�ṍ .⋬⋬` .⋬⋬� -.121- -.16`- .⋬6ṍ .1�6 -.⋬6⋬- -.2`�- .6`�

1� .6�2 .12` -.⋬16- -.⋬ṍ2- -.1�⋬- .⋬6� .⋬�2 .2�` -.⋬`�- .��6

16 .ṍ2� -.1`ṍ- .26` -.2⋬�- .⋬`� .⋬61 .⋬1� .1�� -.⋬66- .ṍ⋬`

1ṍ .ṍ6� .126 -.⋬�`- -.⋬``- -.⋬1�- .⋬1` .⋬`⋬ .1`� .1�2 .6ṍ2

1` .6�� -.1`ṍ- -.11⋬- -.2⋬ṍ- -.12`- .⋬�2 .1⋬� .�1� .1�ṍ .6ṍ�

1` .6�6 .21` -.⋬`�- -.1ṍ�- -.⋬��- .211 -.⋬⋬`- .2�` .⋬�` .626

2⋬ .ṍ1� .1�� -.1⋬�- -.⋬`�- -.⋬ṍ2- .1`1 .⋬ṍ1 .21` .⋬2` .6�⋬

21 .62ṍ .��2 -.266- .⋬6` -.116- .1�` -.1`�- .2`1 -.⋬1ṍ- .ṍ�`

22 .ṍ�` -.1`�- .⋬61 -.⋬`�- .⋬�ṍ .1�� .⋬1� .126 -.⋬�6- .6��

2� .�`2 .��6 -.2��- .⋬`` -.⋬`⋬- .1�` -.11ṍ- .166 .⋬1� .6`2

2� .66� -.1ṍ�- .⋬�� -.1`2- -.⋬12- .2`1 -.⋬ṍ`- .1ṍṍ .⋬ṍ1 .6��

2� .ṍ�ṍ -.1⋬`- .⋬ṍ⋬ -.⋬`1- .⋬�⋬ .2�` -.⋬ṍ`- -.⋬�⋬- -.⋬ṍ`- 6`⋬.

26 .�`⋬ .2`� -.2��- -.⋬2`- .⋬ṍ1 .�`� -.⋬66- -.212- -.⋬ṍ`- .6`ṍ

2ṍ .6⋬1 .221 -.2ṍ1- .⋬2ṍ .⋬ṍ6 .��� .⋬�6 -.2��- -.⋬�ṍ- .6�`

2` .ṍ21 .2�⋬ -.11⋬- .⋬`� .1ṍ� .1`⋬ -.⋬1�- -.�⋬`- -.⋬⋬ṍ- .6ṍ�

2` .ṍ`� .⋬�� .⋬�6 -.⋬`ṍ- .⋬�� .16ṍ .⋬ṍ1 -.21�- .⋬2` .ṍ⋬`

�⋬ .6�� .1�2 .⋬⋬6 .⋬1� .2ṍ` .⋬`6 .⋬�6 -.212- .⋬2ṍ .�ṍ1

�1 .��` .�`⋬ -.1�`- .⋬`` .2�` .1�� -.⋬`6- -.116- .1�� .612

�2 .ṍ�⋬ -.12`- -.⋬2�- -.121- .1⋬` .⋬6ṍ -.⋬�ṍ- -.⋬`2- .16⋬ .6�6

�� .ṍ1� -.2`⋬- .161 -.⋬`2- .⋬�� .⋬`� -.⋬�`- -.⋬22- .1�� .66�

�� .6`6 -.�2�- .1ṍ1 -.⋬1�- .2�` -.⋬1`- -.⋬`⋬- -.⋬��- .1�� .ṍ⋬2

�� .6�� -.221- -.⋬ṍ�- .⋬�6 .�11 -.⋬`ṍ- .⋬2� -.1`�- .⋬ṍ� .621

�6 .6`� -.�ṍ⋬- .111 -.⋬`�- .161 -.⋬`1- .⋬1� .16ṍ .11� .ṍ1�

�ṍ .�ṍ2 .122 -.��2- .112 .�⋬` -.2�ṍ- .⋬�` .11ṍ -.⋬�`- .ṍ2�

�` .6�1 -.⋬2ṍ- -.�⋬`- .⋬2⋬ .��2 -.1`�- -.⋬�`- .1�2 -.⋬16- .6`1

�` .��` .2�⋬ -.2`ṍ- .⋬`� .��� -.⋬1�- -.⋬�1- .12` .⋬�` .6⋬�

�⋬ .6⋬ṍ -.2`2- .1�� -.11�- .2ṍ� -.⋬ṍ`- -.⋬�⋬- .⋬11 .⋬�⋬ .�66

�1 .�⋬6 .11` -.21⋬- .2�2 .�`1 -.16�- .2⋬� .161 -.1`ṍ- .6��

�2 .62ṍ -.1ṍ2- .⋬�ṍ .126 .11� -.1``- .26` .112 -.2ṍ2- .6�1

�� .6ṍ⋬ -.2ṍ⋬- .2�ṍ .⋬�� .1ṍ6 -.⋬��- .12� .1⋬� -.12�- .6��

�� .�⋬` -.�⋬ṍ- -.216- .21ṍ -.⋬`⋬- .⋬26 .21` -.⋬�1- -.⋬�`- .66`

�� .�`� -.1�ṍ- -.�`�- .�6� -.222- -.⋬21- .2⋬6 -.⋬61- .⋬ṍ� .ṍ⋬�

�6 .��2 -.�ṍ⋬- -.1⋬2- .1�` -.12ṍ- .⋬`2 .⋬�1 .⋬⋬� .1�` .ṍ1�

�ṍ .��⋬ -.2``- -.�2`- .�6⋬ -.21ṍ- -.⋬��- .⋬�` .⋬⋬ṍ .1`� .ṍ⋬ṍ
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�` .��6 -.��⋬- -.26�- .2�� -.1⋬`- .⋬`1 -.⋬6�- -.⋬`ṍ- .1`` .6`6

�` .��� -.��1- -.16ṍ- .26� -.1�`- .⋬ṍ� -.1�`- .1�� -.⋬`6- .�ṍ�

�⋬ .�ṍ6 -.2``- -.2⋬1- .1`` -.1�2- .⋬1� -.⋬��- -.⋬��- -.2��- .�ṍ�

�1 .�`� -.�2�- .⋬`1 .1�2 -.1�2- -.⋬⋬2- -.1⋬`- -.1⋬6- -.⋬`6- .ṍ⋬`

�2 .ṍ�� -.⋬�ṍ- .1�2 .⋬66 -.1⋬�- .⋬⋬2 -.1`ṍ- -.1�2- -.2ṍ�- .ṍ2�

�� .ṍ6� -.⋬�`- .1�� .⋬ṍṍ -.⋬�1- -.⋬�6- -.�⋬�- -.⋬61- -.⋬�1- .ṍ16

�� .ṍ�� -.⋬2`- .1�` -.⋬66- .⋬⋬⋬ -.12�- -.���- -.⋬1`- -.⋬ṍ�- .ṍ⋬1

�� .6�� .��⋬ -.1�1- .1ṍ1 -.1�⋬- -.1��- -.2�`- -.⋬⋬6- -.2�`- .ṍ1�

�6 .ṍ⋬1 .⋬2� .⋬21 .112 -.⋬�⋬- -.2��- -.�ṍ⋬- -.⋬�ṍ- -.⋬�1- .ṍ⋬�

�ṍ .ṍ�⋬ -.1⋬6- .2�6 .⋬⋬2 -.⋬66- -.1�ṍ- -.26�- .⋬26 -.⋬12- .ṍ1�

�` .2`� .1`ṍ .�`ṍ .2�ṍ .⋬1ṍ .⋬�2 -.1`ṍ- .⋬�ṍ -.⋬��- .�ṍ`

�` .�62 .��6 .��ṍ .�6� -.⋬��- .⋬1� .⋬`ṍ .⋬�⋬ -.⋬1`- .61�

6⋬ .��1 .11� .6ṍ1 .�2ṍ -.⋬16- .1�1 .11� .⋬`⋬ .1�6 .ṍ�1

61 .�61 .2`1 .�ṍ` .��` .⋬⋬1 .⋬1� .11⋬ .⋬ṍ� .1�1 .61⋬

62 .�1` .�61 .�`` .2`� .⋬�2 .⋬`6 .2�ṍ .⋬⋬ṍ .⋬�` .6�2

- Matrix of factors after rotation for the scale of creativity for athletes:

The orthogonal method of Varimax for Kaiser was used after rotation, and 9 matrix factors were obtained for

serious creativity for athletes after rotation.

It is clear from table 14 that the Eigen values, the explanatory variation ratio and the cumulative ratios of the un-

rotated factors have changed in the matrix. Thus, the ratios of variations for each un-rotated factor changes after rotation

and this change means that the difference is distributed over the rest of the factors after rotation. According to this change,

the explanatory factors were determined, based on the saturation of the scale statements on it, “the factor upon which the

saturation happened on at least three significant tests and the interpretation of the factors depends on the saturation that is

equal to or greater than ± 0.50” (Al-Tikriti, 1999: 369).

Table 1�: the overall variation explaining the factors after rotation of the scale of serious creativity for athletes

Eigen values Variation rate Cumulative rate Factor No No

1 First 11.��� 1`.��ṍ 1`.��ṍ

2 Second 6.��` 1⋬.�`� 2`.`�2

� Third �.⋬�` `.1�` �ṍ.⋬⋬⋬

� Fourth �.�1� ṍ.11ṍ ��.11`

� Fifth �.�`� �.ṍ`2 �`.```

6 Sixth �.�6� �.�2� ��.�2�

ṍ Seventh �.��� �.�1⋬ 6⋬.ṍ��

` Eighth 2.2`� �.6`` 6�.��2

` Ninth 1.6`1 2.ṍ11 6ṍ.1��
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Table 15 shows the values of the explaining variance (shared) for the factors after rotation for each phrase of the

scale and the values of what has been interpreted and shared by the expressions in representing the measure of serious

creativity for athletes. The interpreted variation value is high for all expressions.

Table 1�: Post-Rotation Matrix Factors Scale for Serious Creativity of Athletes

Phrase

No

Post-Rotation Factors Explained

variation1 2 � � � 6 ṍ ` `

1 .1⋬� .2�` .⋬6⋬ .⋬`6 .1�6 .16ṍ .2�` .��� .�1` .6�6

2 .�11 .�⋬ṍ* .1ṍ6 .1`� .⋬`` .1�1 .⋬`1 .⋬1⋬ .��⋬ .6�1

� .1`1 .661* .⋬�� .22` .11� .22ṍ .26ṍ .1`� .⋬26- .6``

� .6�1* .��⋬ .⋬�1 .21⋬ .166 .1⋬1 .⋬�� .1⋬� .1�` .ṍ�ṍ

� .2`� .ṍ�2* .⋬`� .1�` .1`1 .1⋬` .1�6 .⋬`1 .1�`- .ṍṍ�

6 .2ṍ� .ṍ2`* .⋬ṍ� .1`2 .1�� .16` .1�2 .1ṍṍ .⋬�` .ṍ��

ṍ .1�� .6�⋬* .2ṍ2 .166 .⋬`1 .1⋬ṍ .16` .⋬�⋬ .1�� .61�

` 1⋬ṍ. .⋬6ṍ .1`� .1�1 .12ṍ -.⋬6⋬- .1�� .��` .�`` .�`ṍ

` .1�` .6ṍ�* .1�2 .��⋬ .12ṍ .1ṍ� .2�⋬ .12` .1`1 .ṍṍ�

1⋬ .2⋬1. .��6 .222 .1`1 .1�� .11� .�22 .⋬`` .2�� .ṍ⋬2

11 .�26 .��⋬* .1⋬� .2�` .1�2 .⋬�2 .1ṍ` .⋬�� .�`` .ṍ6�

12 .�6� .�6�* .1�ṍ .1`� .1�� .⋬6` .1ṍ� .⋬�1 .�6` .ṍ⋬6

1� .21� .�⋬2* .⋬�� .2ṍ2 .121 .2⋬� .�2� .1�� .�⋬� .6�`

1� .1�` .�2` .2⋬� .2ṍ2 .⋬ṍ� .⋬�� .2�� .�1� .�6⋬ .6`�

1� .2⋬� .11� .1�ṍ .12� .1�6 .1�` .�ṍ� .�⋬� .�16 .��6

16 .ṍ��* .1�6 .⋬ṍ� .⋬`2 .16� .⋬`ṍ .2�� .⋬`` .1`⋬ .ṍ⋬`

1ṍ .�2� .�16 .1ṍ⋬ .2⋬⋬ .1�` .2�` .�1� .⋬⋬� .⋬�� .6ṍ2

1` .�1`* .2`2 .2`` .⋬⋬`- -.⋬�`- .⋬`� .�6� .⋬`2- .⋬�1 .6ṍ�

1` .�61* .2`� .⋬�� .2`` .⋬`6 .1�1 .��� .⋬�` .⋬�` .626

2⋬ .�11 * .�1⋬ .1ṍ` .2ṍ� .122 .162 .��ṍ .⋬1� .11ṍ .6�⋬

21 *.622 .⋬66 .162 .�2⋬ .1⋬1 .2�1 .�⋬� .26ṍ .⋬1ṍ .ṍ�`

22 .62� * .12` .2�ṍ .1`2 .⋬`6 .1�� .�⋬1 .⋬`� -.11�- 6��.

2� *.�2� .�6⋬ .11� .�`� .1�6 .2�� .⋬�� .2⋬⋬ .⋬12 .6`2

2� . 6⋬2* .⋬ṍ` .1`� .22⋬ .⋬�` -.⋬1�- .�1ṍ .⋬�⋬ -.⋬12- .6��

2� .�`ṍ* .112 .2⋬` .�`� .11� .⋬�1 .2�2 .1ṍ2 .1�� 6`⋬.

26 .1�� .1`⋬ .1⋬⋬ .ṍ1`* .⋬26 .⋬`` .26` .11� .1⋬1 .6`ṍ

2ṍ .16⋬ .21ṍ .1`` .6`2* .⋬�� .1�� .2⋬� .⋬2` .11` .6�`

2` .2`1 .2`� .16� .661* .1ṍ� .2�` .⋬61 .1�ṍ .⋬ṍ⋬ .6ṍ�

2` .�`` .�2` .1ṍ� .�11* .1�ṍ .⋬`⋬ .12⋬ .⋬�` .1�ṍ .ṍ⋬`

�⋬ .⋬�` .22` .⋬6� .⋬�6 .1`� .2`2 .⋬1� .�`� .�`⋬ .�ṍ1

�1 .1�` .2ṍ1 .⋬⋬` .�6�* .1`� .�1⋬ .1ṍ` .⋬`` -.161- .612
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�2 .�21 .2`1 .2�ṍ .6⋬�* .⋬2` .1�� .1�⋬ .⋬�ṍ -.⋬��- .6�6

�� .1ṍ⋬ .162 .2ṍ6 .ṍ⋬�* .12� .⋬�� .11� .⋬`⋬ -.⋬�6- .66�

�� .1�2 .⋬`� .2�� .ṍ2`* .1�� .1`6 .⋬2�- .1⋬` -.1⋬⋬- .ṍ⋬2

�� .2ṍṍ .1ṍ1 .2`� .��2* .⋬16 .��` -.1�6 .⋬6⋬ -.⋬11- .621

�6 .⋬⋬⋬ .1�� .2ṍ� .ṍ��* .⋬6` .2�� .1�ṍ .⋬�6 -.⋬⋬`- .ṍ1�

�ṍ .2⋬1 .2�ṍ .1�` .2⋬� -.⋬�6- .ṍ�1* .12⋬ .⋬`� .⋬⋬` .ṍ2�

�` .�62 .22⋬ .1`` .1ṍ` -.⋬``- .61�* .16� .1�� -.⋬16- .6`1

�` .16� .1`� .⋬`⋬ .��` .⋬�1 .�6`* .261 .⋬`� -.1⋬1- .6⋬�

�⋬ .2�� .⋬`� .12� .⋬`1 .⋬�⋬ .6`�* -.⋬⋬1 .⋬`6 -.⋬⋬2- .�66

�1 .1�� .1⋬� .16� .161 .1�` .ṍ⋬�* .111 .⋬�⋬ .2⋬� .6��

�2 .�1ṍ .1�6 .2`⋬ -.⋬2�- .1ṍ` .�1⋬ .⋬�2 .⋬6� .�⋬` .6�1

�� .2�� .⋬�� .221 .⋬2` .2�6 .6�1* .⋬ṍ� .⋬ṍ⋬ .2�� .6��

�� .��` .⋬�� .⋬⋬⋬ .⋬�� -.⋬��- .6``* .⋬⋬� -.⋬�� .2⋬` .66`

�� .⋬1⋬ .2ṍ6 .2`⋬. .1ṍ⋬ .⋬26 .ṍ⋬1* .⋬`` -.⋬2` .1⋬ṍ .ṍ⋬�

�6 .�⋬⋬ .⋬�⋬ .⋬⋬⋬ .⋬�1 -.⋬2�- .6ṍ�* .⋬ṍ6 -.⋬⋬1 -.⋬1`- .ṍ1�

�ṍ .16� .226 .1⋬⋬ .⋬`1 .⋬1` .ṍ�`* .122 .⋬�6 -.⋬6ṍ- .ṍ⋬ṍ

�` .��� .⋬`` .ṍ1�* .1ṍ1 -.⋬�`- .⋬62 .⋬�2 .⋬ṍ` -.12⋬- .6`6

�` .2ṍ` -.⋬⋬� .�`1* .⋬�ṍ .⋬2� .1⋬` .2�⋬ .2ṍ� .⋬6ṍ .�ṍ�

�⋬ .2ṍ6 .⋬`2 .��⋬* .1�� -.⋬�6- .1�` .11ṍ .2ṍṍ .2�` .�ṍ�

�1 .21` .⋬2� .���* .⋬26 .⋬�6 -.⋬��- .12ṍ .�⋬6 .�`ṍ .ṍ⋬`

�2 .��2 .2�1 .1�� .2ṍ⋬ .2⋬2 .⋬�6 -.⋬�1 .�66 .�2` .ṍ2�

�� .⋬11 .26ṍ .�⋬�* .21` .22� .⋬`� .⋬`6 .�61 .2�6 .ṍ16

�� .⋬21 .2`� .��1* .1�` .12` .12⋬ .1�2 .�ṍṍ .1⋬1 .ṍ⋬1

�� .⋬�` .⋬�1 �1`*. .2�` .1�2 .26` .2�6 .�11 .222 .ṍ1�

�6 .1⋬� .�6� .226 .1�` .�6` .2⋬⋬ .⋬`6 ��ṍ. -.⋬`�- .ṍ⋬�

�ṍ .⋬�� .�⋬2 .1`6 .⋬�⋬ .�`1* .⋬`2 .12ṍ .�2� .21` .ṍ1�

�` .222 ⋬⋬�-. -.126- .⋬1� .6�ṍ* -.⋬�`- .⋬�` .�1` -.⋬1`- .�ṍ`

�` .⋬�� .1`1 -.⋬12- .⋬`ṍ .ṍ26* .⋬61 .⋬`1 .1�� .1⋬` .61�

6⋬ .2`` .⋬2� .⋬2ṍ .⋬11 .`⋬`* -.⋬`�- .⋬�ṍ -.⋬1� -.⋬12- .ṍ�1

61 .⋬�ṍ .16ṍ .1⋬` .⋬`� .ṍ�2* .1�1 .⋬ṍ1 .⋬�ṍ -.⋬�6- .61⋬

62 .1⋬1 .1�� -.⋬`2- .1�6 .ṍ��* .⋬6� .⋬�� -.⋬`` .11� .6�2

- Conditions to accept the factors of expressions for athlete serious creativity (Majeed, and Salman, 1``2:2`ṍ).

1- To be accepted, the factor must be saturated in three significant tests (expressions) at least.

2- The factors in this study are interpreted on the basis of high saturation which are equal to, or greater than, 0.50±.

3- Using the matrix of factors after rotation in the interpretation of the results after arranging them in a descending order.
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Six factors that make up the scale of serious creativity for athletes have been accepted. This confirms previous

studies that state serious creativity for athletes is a multi-dimensional concept. Instructions were followed in accepting and

interpreting the factors and saturation of phrases on each factor is arranged in a descending order to be easy to understand.

The factors were explained as follows:

- The first factor

The first factor consists of 10 phrases with the highest saturation in compliance with the approved requirements

of the interpretation at significant values   (+0.50) or higher, at a rate of 16.13% of the total, whose saturation range is

0.511- 0.735. This factor is explained as 18.457% of the total variance.

By examining the expressions of the first factor, we find that 9 of them are saturated by the factor and challenge

is one phrase which is phrase number 4 belongs to the dimension (mental motivation). In light of these expressions, it was

called (the challenge) dimension, and that the findings are consistent (Ratib, 2007, 337-343) who state that the player's

ability of challenging helps to develop performance through various methods, the most important of which is raising

positive emotions, helps to focus attention and affects building achieving aims with great creativity. In contrast, players

who lack challenge tend to set easy goals, therefore they do not exert their utmost effort and nor do they put the maximum

energy. The achievement of the challenge and serious creativity of the players depends mainly on the development and

improvement of performance, and this is achieved through setting realistic goals that are seriously trained to be achieved.

The researcher believes that the player who has serious creativity are knowledgeable and can develop challenge,

trusts in capabilities, skills, positive effectiveness. They will have thrill in confrontation and challenge to solve problems

and challenges of sports competitions to the point where they seek confrontations in other fields than the sports to wind

and continue learning. Also, they are able to make the right decisions in strong and difficult competitions.

- Interpretation of the second factor

The second factor consists of 9 expressions with the highest saturation according to the approved conditions for

the interpretation. The significant value was   (± 0.50) or more, and at a rate of (14.52%) of the total number of

expressions. Their saturation ranges from 0.502 to 0.752. This factor 10.38% was explained of the total variance.

Testing the phrases of the second factor shows that it is the factor (mental motivation). Therefore, it was named

the dimension of (mental motivation). This result is consistent with (Abdel-Khaleq and Zahrieh’s, 2007), cited in De

Bono (1998) stating that mental motivation is the ability to generate many ideas and not one for some people without

others, it is a capacity that exceeds the limits of intelligence, as it motivates the athlete to think in a certain way. Thus,

there are many creative players whose place was internal self (excellent happiness) which is exultation of global sport

achievement.

Therefore, the existence of a state of mental motivation in the athlete motivates looking at more alternatives,

when others are satisfied with what is present. An important aspect of achieving mental motivation is the desire to stop,

and look at things that no one paid attention to because this type of focus is an additional source of serious creativity in the

absence of organized strategies. Thus, (9) phrases were added to the final scale.

- Interpretation of the third factor

The third factor consists of 7 phrases with the highest saturation according to the approved conditions for the

interpretation. The significant value was (± 0.50) or more, and at a rate of (11.29%) of the total number of phrases. Their

saturation ranges from 0.504 to 0.713. This factor 8.158% was explained of the total variance.
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The analysis of the expressions of the third factor shows that the factor (freedom). This result is consistent with

(De Bono’s, 2005) idea that freedom from restrictions, suppress, frustration, fear and threat makes the person creative

because the brain in these cases is more creative and thus without doubt helps to release the creative energies for athletes.

Therefore, 7 expressions were made candidate for the final scale phrases of global sport achievement.

- - Interpretation of the fourth factor

The fourth factor is composed of 10 phrases with the highest saturation according to the approved conditions for

the interpretation. The significant value was (± 0.50) or more, and at a rate of (16.13%) of the total number of phrases.

Their saturation ranges from 0.511 to 0.733. This factor 7.117% was explained of the total variance.

The analysis of the phrases of this factor indicates that it is fluency. Thus it is called (thinking fluency). This

result is consistent with (Arora, 2002: 125) idea that thinking fluency is the ability to express new connected ideas in a

short period of time when facing sport challenge. It is the ability to quickly and easily generate many alternatives, parallels

ideas, problems or uses when responding to a specific issue. In essence, it is an optional memorization and study process

for information, experience or concepts which the athlete learned before Therefore, 7 phrases were made candidate for the

final scale expressions (Jarwan, 2008:84). It is an athlete professional situation when all components are united (muscle,

brain, and mobility fluency) and there is a smooth flow in the skill performance in the best ways. Thus 10 phrases were

candidates for the final scale..

- -The interpretation of fifth factor

According to the approved conditions for the interpretation, the fifth factor compose 6 phrases with the highest

saturation. The significant value was (± 0.50) or more, and at a rate of (9.68%) of the total number of expressions. Their

saturation range is 0.581 - 0.809. It is 7.117% of the total variance.

When analyzed, the fifth factor appeared to be (thinking style). This result confirms Al-(Hasso, 2010: 107) idea

that thinking style plays a key role in the performance of the player during the competition as there is an operation room in

the mind of the player which enables him/her to think and behave correctly with high accuracy and confidence. The style

of thinking gives the player the ability to understand many situations in competition and analyze them, producing a

creative response. Its accuracy depends on past or acquired experience by mental preparations and the way of thinking in

the stadium. That happens in (parts of) seconds. This means that the player can evaluate the emergent situation in the sport

competition in a high speed if various styles of thinking and constant wills are present and complete. Thus, 6 expressions

are competing for the final scale expressions.

- -The interpretation of the sixth factor

In compliance with approved conditions for the interpretation, the sixth factor compose 6 expressions with the

highest saturation. The significant value was (± 0.50) or more, and at a rate of (16.13%) of all expressions (62) which are

subject to global analysis. Their saturation range is 0.581 - 0.809. It is 5.42% of the total variance.

The investigation of the sixth factor shows that it is (synchronization). This result agrees with (Khudair, 2017:

149) who state that synchronization is the ability of the athlete to acclimatize and keep pace with the life criteria, sport

environment and any duty instead of feeling excluded. Players with high synchronization are able to live with the highest

levels of concentrations on personal issues and the surrounding environment and are able to cope with competition stress

instead of losing concentration.
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The ability of the players to control themselves, hide negative feeling and convert them into positive ones in the

competition is in more synchronization with critical situations. Those players are able to face challenges and obstacles in

the competitions. Therefore, the number of the candidate expressions are 10 for the final scale.

- Excluded Factors

Three factors (seventh, eighth and ninth) are excluded because they did not comply with the conditions to accept

them. The factors are saturated by one factor or two. As a result, they were excluded as seen in table (15).

- Final Scale

Following the completion of the statistical analysis and the application of the basic conditions to accept the

factors and interpreting them, six dimensions were the final. They represent the whole scale of the serious creativity scale

of athletes applying for some team and individual games in Iraq. The final scale includes (52) expressions out of a total of

(62) words as in table (16):

Table 16: the arrangement of the matrix of the final factors according to the order of the factors and their

saturation after the factor analysis

�
The

dimensions

Phrase

No.

1 2 � � � 6

1

Challenge

16� .ṍ��

2 �� .6�1

� �22 .62�

� �21 .622

� �2� .6⋬2

6 �2� .�`ṍ

ṍ �1` .�61

` �2� .�2�

` �1` .�1`

1⋬ �2⋬ .�11

11

Mental

motivation

�� .ṍ�2

12 �6 .ṍ2`

1� �` .6ṍ�

1� �� .661

1� �ṍ .6�⋬

16 �12 .�6�

1ṍ �11 .��⋬

1` �2 .�⋬ṍ

1` �1� .�⋬2

2⋬

Freedom

�`� .ṍ1�

21 ��` .�`1

22 ��� .��1
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2� ��1 .���

2� ��⋬ .��⋬

2� ��� .�1`

26 ��� . �⋬�

2ṍ

Thinking

fluency

�6� .ṍ��

2` ��� .ṍ2`

2` �26 .ṍ1`

�⋬ ��� .ṍ⋬�

�1 �2ṍ .6`2

�2 �2` .661

�� ��2 .6⋬�

�� ��1 .�6�

�� ��� .��2

�6 �2` .�11

�ṍ

Thinking

style

6⋬� .`⋬`

�` �62 .ṍ��

�` �61 .ṍ�2

�⋬ ��` .ṍ26

�1 ��` .6�ṍ

�2 ��ṍ .�`1

��

Coincidence

�ṍ� .ṍ�`

�� ��ṍ .ṍ�1

�� ��1 .ṍ⋬�

�6 ��� .ṍ⋬1

�ṍ ��� .6``

�` ��⋬ .6`�

�` ��6 . 6ṍ�

�⋬ ��� .6�1

�1 ��` .61�

�2 ��` .�6`

Conclusions

- The scale of creativity for athletes that was designed and built is able to diagnose what was set for it and can be used by

applying it to similar samples.

- In light of the results, 6 dimensions were extracted for the scale of serious creativity of athletes. These dimensions can be

measured individually. These dimensions are challenge (10 expressions), mental motivation (9 expressions), freedom, (7

expressions), (mental fluency 10 expressions), Thinking Style, (6 expressions) and Sync, 10 expressions).
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- Recommendations

The study recommends the following:

-Adopting the scale athletes to measure the serious creativity of applicant players for national clubs and teams.

-Attaching importance to serious creativity and allocating time for training it, because of its great role in raising the athletic

level.

-Carrying out similar studies using the serious creativity scale on different samples, or using different variables such as

anxiety, psychological security, and self.
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Appendix

The final scale of serious creativity

� Expressions

T
otally

agree

A
gree

N
eutral

D
isagre

e T
otally

disagre

e D
im
en-

sions

1 I face a strong competitor with high enthusiasm C
hallenge

2 Training difficult duties motivates me to win competitions

� I exclude from my thinking defeat or failure to compete

�
I look for a solution when I encounter unexpected difficulties during

training or competition

� I challenge high-level competitors

6 I face challenges without losing control of my emotions

ṍ I rush to do well in the competition

` When I have a problem, I only use the solutions available to me

` I find more fun in competition than training

1⋬ I challenge the difficulties in achieving my goals

11
I surprise the opponent by an unexpected performance during the

competition

M
entalm

otivation

12 I use new methods to fulfill my duties in training and competition

1� Professional and unfamiliar performance does not interest me

1� I am happy to do my duties very well

1� I plan to learn new skills to apply them in competition

16 My mind gets shattered very quickly during the competition

1ṍ I am proud when I am able to provide solution to face difficulties

1` It’s easy to concentrate when facing the rival

1` I concentrate on skills that other do not have
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2⋬ I can develop my skills in relations with my thoughts Freedom

21 I am affected by the surrounding environment when finding solutions

22 Difficult situations help me to look for solutions

2� There are restrictions that prevent me from performing well

2� Create unfamiliar ideas in different situations

2� I give my opinions and ideas in different situations

26 I can overcome failure to achieve new success

2ṍ I do my duties without prioritizing them. T
hinking

fluency

2` I am spontaneous in expressing my thoughts

2` I successfully face sudden situations in training and competition

�⋬
I offer deep spontaneous ideas to solve problems and improve

performance

�1 It is difficult to face new situations without planning them

�2 It takes a long time thinking to overcome my positions

�� I actively find solutions to difficult problems and situations

�� I can do several creative ideas or skills in a short time

�� I can formulate ideas accurately and coherently

�6 I stick to my first idea to face different situations

�ṍ I prefer the most familiar way to solve problems T
hinking

style

�`
It is difficult to use the same idea during performance and in a new

style

�`
I arrange my duties according to their importance when performing

more than one task

�⋬ When I encounter a problem, I use new strategies to solve it

�1 I look for new ideas to improve my way of performing my duties

�2 I change the way I perform to discover opponent's weaknesses

�� The opponent's change of plans increases my interest and creativity synchronization

�� I believe in the principle of apathy in training and competition

�� It is hard to change my personality cohere with the team

�6
I accept the coach's change of the playing plan in training or

competition

�ṍ Sudden life changes increase my sports potential

�` I easily understand what is going on in training and competition

�` I have physical and skill capabilities that help me to continue

�⋬ I find creative solutions to face difficult situations

�1 The more important the competition, the higher my level of sports
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�2 Surprising sports situations do not affect my enthusiasm to win


